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Mott MacDonald has been commissioned by Merseytravel to undertake a high level feasibility study for a 

possible new connection between the City Line and Northern Line in Liverpool by utilising currently unused 

existing infrastructure.  

This report provides a summary of a desktop review of the available engineering information and potential 

scheme constraints for a new rail link between Liverpool Central and Edge Hill Stations via Wapping 

Tunnel. The report has been divided into the various engineering disciplines that are required to contribute 

to the multi-disciplinary scheme. The report, including the Index of Reference Documents listed in 

Appendix A, is to be used as a point of reference for the remainder of this feasibility study and subsequent 

scheme development stages. The report shall also be used to assist in agreeing with Merseytravel the 

optimum alignments and arrangements to be studied in further detail as part of this commission. 

The report highlights the complexity of the proposed scheme with a number of multi-disciplinary challenges 

to be addressed. At this preliminary desktop stage, the report has not identified any reason why the 

scheme could not be developed further. In particular, the civil engineering aspect of reusing the existing 

Wapping Tunnel, Cavendish Cutting and new link tunnel(s) to connect to the Northern Line appear 

feasible.   

  

Executive Summary 
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1.1 Introduction  

Mott MacDonald has been commissioned by Merseytravel to undertake 

a high level feasibility study for a possible connection between the City 

Line and Northern Line in Liverpool by utilising unused existing 

infrastructure (i.e. Wapping Tunnel and Cavendish Cutting).  

This Desktop Study Report, the first of three reports comprising the 

feasibility study, summarises a review of the existing information that 

has been made available to Mott MacDonald and sets out the baseline 

scheme constraints and possible opportunities. The report is divided 

into the various engineering disciplines that are required to contribute to 

this multi-disciplinary study. 

The second report will be a Structural Inspection and Preliminary 

Ecological Appraisal Report summarising the current condition of 

Wapping Tunnel and the adjacent Cavendish Cutting. It will identify any 

environmental constraints that may be present and any remedial works 

that may be required in order to accommodate the proposed scheme. 

The third report will be an Option Selection Report that will discuss the 

advantages and disadvantages of the three most suitable alignment 

options (agreed in conjunction with Merseytravel) and set out a 

developed draft of the preferred design.  

1.2 Scheme Context 

As expressed in their publication, “Liverpool City Region Long Term 

Rail Strategy”, a key part of Merseytravel’s transport development 

strategy is to improve cross city connections in Liverpool and increase 

the capacity of their existing railway infrastructure.  

A direct connection between the Northern and City Lines within central 

Liverpool has long been identified as a means of developing cross city 

connectivity and increasing capacity at the city’s main rail termini of 

Central and Lime Street. The latter being the preferred destination for 

proposed high speed and inter-regional connections.  

The feasibility study focuses on the potential reuse of the currently 

decommissioned Wapping Tunnel as a means of providing that direct 

connection.  The proposed route entails the construction of a new 

tunnel section between Wapping Tunnel and Central Tunnel (south of 

Central Station) and the reinstatement of track up through Cavendish 

1 Introduction 
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Cutting to the City Line at Edge Hill Station (See figure 1.1). Suitable 

locations for a new station along the proposed new line are also to be 

considered. 

 

Figure 1.1: Location Map (Source: Open Street Map) 

1.3 City Line and Northern Line  

The City Line runs east out of Liverpool Lime Street Station and carries 

services between Liverpool and Manchester/Wigan/Warrington. 

The Northern Line runs north-south through Liverpool and carries 

services between Southport/ Ormskirk/ Kirkby and Hunts Cross. It 

crosses over Wapping Tunnel just south of Liverpool Central Station. 

The City and Northern lines are not connected within the city centre, 

although passenger interchange is possible via the Wirral Line (See 

Figure 1.2). 
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Figure 1.2: Merseyrail Network Map (Source: Merseytravel) 

1.4 Wapping Tunnel 

Wapping Tunnel was constructed as part of the Liverpool and 

Manchester Railway (L&MR) - the world’s first purpose designed 

intercity passenger railway. It runs between Cavendish Cutting, Edge 

Hill and the former Wapping Good Station at Kings Dock Street, 

Liverpool.  

Designed by George Stephenson, construction of the tunnel began in 

1826 and was completed in 1829. It remained in continuous use until it 

was decommissioned c1972. 

1.5 Cavendish Cutting 

Cavendish Cutting is located in Edge Hill, Liverpool, at the east end of 

Wapping Tunnel.  

It was constructed c1829 as part of the Liverpool and Manchester 

Railway (L&MR). It remains part of the Network Rail infrastructure and 

contains two rail tracks along its southern side. It remains in use serving 

Wapping sidings as a head-shunt/run-around facility. 
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2.1 Historic 

Various sources of information have been reviewed to determine the 

existing baseline conditions. These sources have included:- 

� Structural drawings of Wapping Tunnel and Central Tunnel. 

� Inspection reports of Wapping Tunnel and Central Tunnel. 

� Permanent Way drawings for Wapping Tunnel and Central 

Tunnel. 

� Signalling plans 

� Electrical Feeding and Isolation diagrams 

� Electrification and plant system surveys 

� OS mapping. 

� Existing timetabling 

A list of all the archive information reviewed as part of this feasibility 

study is contained Appendix A. 

2.2 Contemporary 

In addition to the review of historic information, the following works have 

been, or are being, undertaken by Mott MacDonald to provide 

contemporary information:- 

� Preliminary Ecological Appraisal of Wapping Tunnel and 

Cavendish Cutting. 

� Structural (General) Inspection of Wapping Tunnel and 

Cavendish Cutting. 

� Laser Sweep Survey of Wapping Tunnel. 

� Site visit to Sandhills (to determine capacity of the current 

telecommunications system). 

The findings of the site inspection of Wapping Tunnel and Cavendish 

Cutting may be found in Mott MacDonald’s General Inspection and 

Preliminary Ecological Appraisal Report, 361557-WTD-MCH-002.  

 

 

2 Existing Information 
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3.1 Introduction 

The concept of linking the Northern and City Lines dates back to the 

initial concept proposals for the Merseyrail system in the late 1960’s 

and early 1970s.  As well as the now-familiar ‘Link and Loop’ system 

formed by the Northern and Wirral lines respectively, the proposal was 

for a much larger electric network incorporating the Cheshire, Outer 

Loop and Chat Moss Lines and connected to Liverpool Central via a 

new underground tunnel to use part of the old Waterloo and Wapping 

alignments, known as the Edge Hill Spur scheme. 

 

Figure 3.1: Original Merseyrail Proposals (Source: Merseytravel) 

As the plans developed, alternative options for linking the lines 

emerged as shown in the diagram below: 

3 Transport Planning 
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Figure 3.2: The Edge Hill Spur Scheme (Source: Merseytravel) 

This diagram highlights the primary Edge Hill Spur underground tunnel 

(with a new station at the University), but it also shows a lower 

intervention variant to link Edge Hill with Central via Wapping Tunnel 

reducing the amount of new boring required and facilitating a new 

station at Catharine Street or in the Cavendish Cutting. 

Budgetary constraints in the 1970s prevented the scheme from ever 

being realised, however the potential benefits of such a measure are 

considered as material now as ever they were.  The potential of the 

scheme to be implemented without negative impact on the current 

railway is significantly enhanced by the foresight of planners and 

engineers in the 1970’s who “future-proofed” the plans by creating short 

tunnel headings in a grade separated configuration south of Liverpool 

Central such as to substantially lock in the potential future benefits of 

the scheme.  

In 2013, Liverpool City Council commissioned a study to look at wider 

connectivity options associated with a potential High Speed Rail link 

into Liverpool City Centre.  The diagram below shows the ultimate set 

of measures that were suggested by this study. 
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This highlights that Wapping Tunnel was central to the thinking of this 

study allowing cross-city connectivity between the Northern Line 

destinations of Southport, Ormskirk and Kirkby with the City Lines.   

 

 

Figure 3.3: HS2 Liverpool Wider Connectivity Proposals (Source: 

Liverpool City Council) 

Following this study, Merseytravel produced their comprehensive Long 

Term Rail Strategy in September 2014.  This proposed a set of twelve 

key improvement packages of which Package 4: City Line 

Enhancements directly points to the use of Wapping Tunnel as a 

fundamental component.  The main aim of this is to ‘build upon the 

Northern Hub and electrification improvements on the Chat Moss and 

St Helens lines, and replicate the main factors of Merseyrail success 

including the ability to run frequent, high quality, electric services on 

parts of the City Line.’ 

Merseytravel, alongside the other transport authorities of the North of 

England’s City Regions, is currently developing its proposals for 

improving intra-city connectivity for Transport for the North.  

Fundamental to its vision is the ability to connect the currently 
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separated City Line with the Merseyrail network, and it is in this context 

that the current commission to review the feasibility of re-opening the 

Wapping Tunnel has been awarded. 

3.2 Station Capacity and Demand 

3.2.1 Liverpool Central 

Liverpool’s busiest rail station currently serves more than 15 million 

passengers per year and suffers from serious overcrowding at peak 

times, particularly on the Northern Line island platforms.  The limited 

available space in between the up and down lines creates crowding 

issues at hotspots on the platforms including at the bottom of the 

escalator from the concourse.  At times of extreme rail demand, such 

as during events and festivals, Liverpool Central must be closed for 

passenger safety transferring the demand to other city centre terminals 

with their own capacity limitations.   

At the same time, of the 12 services per hour that serve the Northern 

Line platforms in each direction, two thirds (8 trains per hour) terminate 

at Central from the north and are then required to layover to regulate 

the timetable, and then to reverse out of the platforms in the direction 

that they arrived.  This significantly limits the capacity of the station to 

handle additional services per hour and effectively prohibits the ultimate 

aspirations of Merseyrail to run between 18 and 20 trains per hour 

between Sandhills and Central.  A potential solution to this issue is to 

extend more services southwards towards Hunts Cross, however this 

would require significant work to install additional turnback capacity, 

most likely at Liverpool South Parkway (which has been subject to 

separate study). 

Wapping Tunnel has the potential to help to resolve both of these 

issues by providing additional destinations for southbound trains 

beyond Liverpool Central, allowing a proportion to extend to Edge Hill 

and beyond.  This has the effect of reducing the dwell time of trains at 

Liverpool Central, reducing in turn the amount of time that passengers 

dwell in the platform vicinity. 

3.2.2 Liverpool Lime Street 

The mainline terminus of Liverpool Lime Street is also a highly 

constrained location from a rail operations perspective.  The four track 

approach from Edge Hill, and a very limited splay distance at the Lime 
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Street end of the cutting significantly reduces the number of vehicle 

turnarounds per hour that can be accommodated.  At present, the 

station is served by 15 trains per hour during the daytime, all of which 

terminate at Liverpool Lime Street.   

Following the recent franchise award announcements for the Northern 

and Trans-Pennine Express franchises, and the commitment for an 

hourly Halton Curve service, it is expected that this number will 

increase to 18 trains per hour by the end of 2018.  Despite significant 

amounts of capacity and signalling work committed for 2017, this will 

leave no spare capacity at the station for it to be able to accommodate 

additional services associated with HS2 or Northern Powerhouse Rail. 

The Wapping Tunnel scheme has the potential to divert a proportion of 

the local services on the City Line (which currently terminate at Lime 

Street) to Liverpool Central, extending these to Northern Line 

destinations.  If 4-8 trains per hour were diverted away from Lime Street 

via Wapping Tunnel, this would provide significant opportunity for the 

station to become a dedicated inter-city and inter-regional hub for the 

City Region, with all of the economic benefits that this engenders. 

3.2.3 University Station 

A third key opportunity for Liverpool City Region created by Wapping 

Tunnel is the creation of University Station.  Whilst this has long been 

aspired to by local authorities, the University and the wider Cultural and 

Knowledge Quarters of the city, there has been little opportunity for this 

station previously due to the difficulties in locations along the Lime 

Street approach cutting.  Wapping Tunnel provides a context for a new 

station that would not interfere with faster services on the main Lime 

Street approach, and runs close enough to the University and Hope 

Street areas to be valuable for both of these destinations. 

A number of sites for a new station are being reviewed as part of this 

study including Catharine Street and Crown Street, both of which 

provide significantly improved access to the University, Hope Street 

area and Liverpool Women’s Hospital.  Any station in this vicinity has 

the potential to substantially improve accessibility to a part of the city 

centre unserved by the rail network at present, and to reduce some of 

the footfall at both Lime Street and Central stations, thereby improving 

platform capacity at these locations. It can be anticipated that station 

options closer to the city centre and University areas will offer higher 

levels of usage. 
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4.1 Introduction 

The existing timetabling information for the Northern Line and the City 

Line has been reviewed, as well as a wider overview of the service 

patterns using Liverpool Central Station and Edge Hill Station. 

4.2 Liverpool Central 

The Northern Line train service in the December 2015 timetable has 

twelve trains per hour (tph) in each direction throughout the day. Four 

tph from Southport to Hunts Cross, four tph from Ormskirk to Liverpool 

Central and four tph from Kirkby to Liverpool Central. Two extra trains 

operate from Southport to Liverpool Central in the morning peak hours 

and one additional service from Liverpool Central to Southport in the 

evening peak hours. 

Two platforms are provided at Liverpool Central for the Northern Line. 

Trains from Southport to Hunts Cross and from and to Ormskirk use 

Platform 1. Trains from Hunts Cross to Southport and from and to 

Kirkby use Platform 2. A reversing siding is provided on the south side 

of the platforms to help manage the additional services in the peak 

hours of the operation. Platform capacity is restricted by the turnaround 

time* required by the trains terminating from Ormskirk and Kirby which 

leads to poor train performance and leaves less time available for trains 

to recover from any delay. [* The minimum time for rolling stock to be 

prepared following completion of one service before beginning the 

next.] 

By extending trains beyond Liverpool Central, this will free up platform 

capacity and lead to improvements to train service performances as a 

result, as more time is available to allow trains to recover from delay. 

When extending the line to link into the Wapping Tunnel, to make the 

best of track capacity, a grade separated junction should be 

considered. This will separate train services that run in opposite 

direction from using the same tracks. 

4.3 Edge Hill 

The current layout at Edge Hill is very restrictive (see Figure 4.1). 

Trains from and to the proposed Wapping route will have to cross the 

Main/Fast Lines through a single lead connection. The access to the 

4 Operational Planning 
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Chat Moss lines is also restricted by single lead connections between 

the Chat Moss lines and the Main/Fast Lines. 

 

Figure 4.1: Edge Hill track layout  

The City Line train service in the December 2015 timetable has eight 

trains per hour in each direction on the Main/Fast Lines and seven 

trains per hour on the Chat Moss Lines, making it difficult to achieve a 

pattern of train paths. With the introduction of new franchises for 

Northern and Transpennine the level of train service is likely to grow 

beyond these trains per hour, which will increase the capacity constraint 

issues at Edge Hill. 

Due to the demolition of the previous intersection bridge c1970, the 

diversion of Liverpool Lime Street services from the Chat Moss Line to 

the proposed Wapping route will require the reinstatement of a grade 

separated layout in order to separate the services from those running to 

and from Liverpool Lime Street on the Main/Fast lines.  

The Chat Moss line services currently have a station call at Edge Hill. 

To maintain this facility after the diversion on to the Wapping Route, 

additional platforms will be required at Edge Hill Station. These 

platforms will have an operational length of 130 metres, to allow trains 
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to call. The future rolling stock is expected to be 65 metres or 130 

metres in length to cater for peak passenger levels.  

City Line stopping services to Liverpool Lime St from the Liverpool 

South Parkway route are diesel powered, originating from the 

Manchester route and will not be able to be diverted to the Wapping 

route. Electric powered trains do however operate on the City Lines but 

are in the form of “express” trains originating from London Euston and 

Birmingham New Street and not therefore suitable for diversion. 

An option for the Wapping route to increase train numbers, could be to 

introduce stopping trains from Liverpool South Parkway. But 

infrastructure alterations are likely to be required at Wavertree Jn with a 

route created through Edge Hill Depot & Holding Sidings (DHS) due to 

the capacity constraints described previously. 

4.4 New station 

A potential new station is being considered on the Wapping route, to be 

served by the train services on the Northern Line/City Line connection. 

Indications are that the future rolling stock is expected to be 65 metres 

or 130 metres in length to cater for peak passenger levels. 

Consequently the platforms for the new station will require an 

operational length of 130 metres to allow the longer trains to call.  
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5.1 Gauge and Clearance 

The proposed permanent way alignment is restricted by the existing 

infrastructure, in particular Wapping Tunnel. A topographical survey of 

the tunnel has been undertaken and the output is currently being 

assessed and used for the development of a best-fit permanent way 

alignment. A brief gauging assessment has been undertaken to 

establish the capacity of the existing bore for one or two tracks.  Further 

assessment and designs are currently in progress to develop 

alternative solutions. 

Existing and proposed vehicle kinematic envelopes are being used in 

the development of the design options.   

No survey information is currently available at Edge Hill and Liverpool 

Central Stations. The position of the tracks at the connection of the 

Wapping Tunnel alignment at Edge Hill will be based on the current OS 

mapping which is understood to be adequate at present.  

South of Liverpool Central Station, it is known that two short headings 

were constructed in the 1970’s (reference 3.1 above).  Unfortunately, 

despite extensive searches, no proposed permanent way alignment can 

be found for this connection.  This is a major constraint to the design of 

the Northern line connection.  Detailed topographical survey would 

enable a more robust solution to be developed. 

5.2 Speed 

The assumed maximum design speed is 60 mph. However for some 

permanent way and station options this may not be practicable to 

implement.  The performance characteristics of the existing and 

proposed rolling stock will be considered (braking and acceleration) 

when optimising the proposed speed profile, particularly with respect to 

planned train stopping patterns.  

5.3 Geometric and Kinematic Constraints   

In horizontal alignment design it is assumed that where ever possible 

the length of straight track will maximised, and horizontal curvature will 

be maximised with both being connected by clothoid transitions.  In 

areas where this philosophy is challenged due to geometrical 

constraints further geometric and kinematic parameters will be adopted. 

This is in line with the latest Network Rail Permanent Way Standards. 

5 Permanent Way 
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Parameter description Limits values 

Minimum radius of circular curve Rmin=200m 

Maximum allowed cant deficiency 

- on plain line on continuous welded rail (CWR) 

- on the through route of S&C designed for use in      
CWR without adjustment switches.  

-on the turnout route of S&C where designed to 
accommodate this value of cant deficiency.  

-on fixed obtuse crossings.  

-elsewhere  

 

Dmax= 110mm 

Dmax= 110mm 

 

Dmax= 110mm 

Dmax= 75mm 

Dmax= 90mm 

Maximum allowed track cant 

           - adjacent to station platforms 

            -on fixed obtuse crossings.  

            -elsewhere  

 

Emax=110 mm 

Emax=110 mm 

Emax=150 mm 

Maximum allowable track cant gradient 1 in 400 

It is assumed that theses parameters are compatible with the existing 

operational rolling stock on the network.  

Stations and platforms should be located on straight sections. However 

where such need arises these two can be located on curves with radius 

larger than 1000 m. 

5.4 Vertical Alignment  

The vertical alignment design assumed design parameters are stated 

below: 
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� Normal limiting maximum vertical track gradient 1 in 80 (12.5 

mm/m) 

 

� Exceptional limiting maximum vertical track gradient: 

 

1in 50 (20mm/m) but only for sections up to 3 km in length 

 

1in 28.6 (35mm/m) but only for sections up to 0.5 km in length 

where trains are not intended to stop and start under normal 

operation. 

 

� Vertical curve minimum radius – Rmin=1000m 

5.5 Materials 

It is envisaged that ballasted track will be provided in the all non-

underground locations.  Typical materials considered will be CWR or 

jointed CEN56 rail and concrete sleepers.  For areas within tunnels 

both ballasted track and slab track constructions will be considered. 
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6.1 Wapping Tunnel 

The tunnel is variously described as being between 1900 metres and 

2076 metres long, 6.7 metres wide and between 4.8 metres and 4.9 

metres high to the crown. 

There are five ventilation shafts, most of which include a local widening 

of the tunnel to 26’0” (7925mm).  Three of the shafts are still in 

existence (White Street, Blackburne Place and Crown Street) while the 

other two (Rathbone Street and Myrtle Street) have been capped and 

the above ground structure demolished. Some records advise that 

ventilation shafts were built at the same time as the rest of the tunnel, 

though dates on drawings suggest the shafts were constructed shortly 

after the introduction of locomotives in 1896. 

Construction was mostly through sandstone but clay and wet shale are 

also recorded as being present.  Some records for the Blackburne 

Place shaft show the ground being moderately soft above the tunnel 

crown. 

The tunnel has a maximum gradient of 1 in 33. 

The use of the tunnel is understood to have ceased in 1965, when the 

Park Lane goods yard closed, though other records advise that the 

tunnel was not closed until 1972. 

6.2 Cheshire Lines Committee Tunnel (Northern Line) 

Exact date of construction of the tunnel is not known but is believed to 

have been around 1873.  The tunnel is shown on Bacon’s Map of 

Liverpool (1885).  

The line was modified between 1972 and 1977 as part of the works 

associated with the Liverpool Link Tunnel and Loop Line.  The 

modifications may have also formed part of the Liverpool Hough Green 

Electrification Extension. 

The modifications included the construction of a new single bore tunnel 

for the Up line and reconstruction of Bridge No.4 where the Northern 

Line passes over the Wapping Tunnel.  The prime driver for these 

works is understood to have been to create space for a central 

reversing siding. 

6 Tunnelling 
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Merseyrail records list the following names and references for the 

relevant structures: 

MT11     Central Station (Cut & Cover)                     215m 

MT12     Central Tunnel (Down high Level Neck)  335m 

MT13     Central Tunnel (Up Single Bore)                   355m 

MT14     Central Tunnel                                                  565m 

The archive drawings studied in the preparation of this feasibility report 

are listed in Appendix A. 

6.3 Restrictions on constructing new tunnels linking the 

Northern Line with Wapping Tunnel 

Our initial desktop study has indicated that it is likely to be feasible to 

construct new tunnels connecting the Northern Line to the disused 

Wapping Tunnel.  The team has uncovered several as-constructed 

drawings from the 1970s detailing stubs for some link tunnels originally 

planned to connect the Northern Line with the disused Waterloo Tunnel. 

Connecting realigned link tunnels to the stubs should result in relatively 

straight forward tunnel construction probably using methods utilising 

sprayed concrete lining support.  Use of suitable hoarding and of live 

monitoring should permit construction operations to be carried out 

alongside normal train operations on the Northern Line.  Preliminary 

indications are that geotechnical conditions along the route of the 

proposed link tunnels are good though there are some areas with clay 

and wet shale and other moderately soft deposits.  Local enlargements 

are likely to be required where the link tunnels connect into the existing 

Wapping Tunnel. 

Assessment of the impact of the tunnel construction on local buildings 

and services will be required in later design stages though major 

impacts are unlikely where excavation is through competent sandstone. 

Initial issues identified with the stubs include: 

� Limited  horizontal width in both the Up line (4450mm?) and the 

Down line (4700mm) stubs though there appear to be similar 

width restrictions on the existing Northern Line 
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� Limited headroom in the Down line stub (approximately 

4100mm) though again there are similar height restrictions in 

the existing Northern Line. 

� Unknown construction in the soffit of the Up line stub (as-

constructed drawings refer to the use of pre-cast concrete slabs 

for temporary roof cover). 

Precise standards to be used for clearances in any new tunnels will 

require further development and agreement but initial studies suggest a 

slightly wider bore than that used in the stubs should be adopted.  A 

dimension of 4800 mm internal width for the link tunnels would provide 

the following: 

� Approximately 2800mm for the swept path of the train 

� Approximately 800mm for a walkway on one side of the track 

� Approximately 800mm for maintenance access on the other 

side of the track 

� Approximately 400mm for cables, pipes and other services 

Precise alignment standards will also require further development and 

agreement however the desirable minimum horizontal tunnel radius and 

maximum gradient are likely to approximate to 250m and 1 in 48 

respectively. 

Ventilation of the link tunnels will be required.  Further review will need 

to be undertaken to establish the extent of existing ventilation facilities 

within Central Station and whether these are sufficient to ventilate the 

links or whether enhancement will be necessary.  Initial studies are 

indicating several solutions at the south end of the link tunnels 

including: 

� Provision of fans in the western section of Wapping Tunnel 

� Provision of fans in any intermediate station 

� Provision of fans at the Edge Hill portal 

Provision of fans in the existing ventilation shafts at White Street, 

Blackburne Place and Crown Street may be problematic because of 

limited space.  Locating the fans at surface level may also be 

unattractive as it is likely to require the demolition of the existing 

structures. 

Our initial review of relevant legislation and standards has suggested 

that there is no absolute need for tunnel walkways though provision of 

800mm wide walkways in the link tunnels in accordance with EU 
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Commission Regulation 1303/2014 (Technical specification for 

interoperability relating to ‘safety in railway tunnels’ of the rail system of 

the European Union) would be recommended.  Further review of the 

current egress arrangements in the existing Northern Line will be 

necessary and may result in the recommendations for enhancement of 

egress arrangements on the approaches to Central Station.   

EU Commission Regulation 1303/2014 also stipulates exits should be 

provided at least every 1000 m.  An intermediate escape shaft is 

therefore likely to be required at some point along the Wapping Tunnel 

unless a suitably positioned intermediate station is constructed as part 

of the design. 
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7.1 Structural Considerations 

7.1.1 Wapping Tunnel 

Wapping Tunnel is approximately 2km long x 5m high (to the crown) x 

7m wide and was cut from the indigenous sandstone. It has a 

brick/stone arch lined intrados and patches of brick/stone infill in the 

sidewalls. It has a falling gradient westward varying between 1 in 33 

and 1 in 56.  

Only one historic maintenance document relating to Wapping Tunnel is 

currently available - Principal Bridge Inspection Report 2010 produced 

by 2020 Liverpool for Liverpool City Council, 2010-PBI-091. The report 

concludes the structure is in “remarkably satisfactory condition”. It 

identifies two principal concerns regarding its condition:- 

i. Gradual deterioration due to age and natural weathering.  

ii. Detrimental effects of water seepage. 

A General Inspection of the tunnel has been undertaken by Mott 

MacDonald as part of this project. The results of this inspection are 

contained in General Inspection and Preliminary Ecological Appraisal 

Report, 361557-WTD-MCH-002. The findings indicate Wapping Tunnel 

is in fair-good overall condition. It should be noted however that a 170m 

long section of the tunnel around the White Street ventilation shaft 

could not be inspected due to flooding in that section. The content of 

the inspection report is summarised as follows:- 

� There are several sections with significant water seepage that 

will require remedial action before the structure can be returned 

to electrified operation. Any remedial works would have to be 

undertaken in a manner so as not to encroach into the gauging 

requirements of the P-Way design. The geometric constraints 

of this historic tunnel will also need to be reviewed in respect of 

modern rail operational requirements.  

� There is a 300mm wide section of the arch that appears to 

have been lost over the full span, and to the full depth, of the 

barrel (845m form east portal). The defect appears to be 

longstanding however and no debris was observed below. 

7 Existing Infrastructure 
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Figure  7.1 

South half of arch barrel looking west at chainage 845m 

 
Figure 7.2 

North half of arch barrel looking west at chainage 845m 
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� There is fire damage - multiple moderate fissures and 

delamination/spalling of the rock walls and brick infill - at 795m 

from the east portal. A burnt-out car chassis remains nearby. 

� All other defects are as reported in the 2010 PBI with general 

degradation (approx. <10mm depth) of the rock sidewalls over 

several sections and areas of poorly jointed brickwork in the 

vicinity of the airshaft construction joints. There is also minor 

loss/degradation of the mortar in some brick infill areas. 

� A significant amount of earth and rubble waste is present on 

the ground and along the side walls at the west end of the 

tunnel. It is unknown whether this was part of stabilising/ 

remedial works or, more likely, a convenient place for a third 

party to deposit spoil. The fill appears to be acting as a dam, 

allowing the accumulation of a large body of standing water. 

This fill would need to be removed in order to enable drainage 

and ensure uninhibited passage through the tunnel. 

� The tunnel is served by a single drainage channel cut into the 

centre of the rock invert and covered by stone slabs. The 

location of the outfall is unknown. A substantial flow of water 

intermittently breaks up to, and runs along, ground level within 

the tunnel, indicating the drainage channel is either 

overcapacity, or more likely, obstructed at various points along 

its length. A large body of standing water has formed near the 

west end. This is to the west of the location at which the 

Wapping Tunnel passes beneath the Northern Line. Drainage 

of this water and refurbishment of the drainage system will be 

required.   

� Two of the five ventilation shafts present along the length of the 

tunnel have been capped at ground level and the towers above, 

demolished. An appreciable air flow remains, however, it is 

unknown if this is sufficient for an operational railway. Further 

investigation is recommended. Installation of a mechanically 

assisted ventilation system may be required.  

No significant structural issues currently appear to be present that 

would prevent accommodation of the proposed scheme, however, 

further inspection (Principal and Special) is advised in order to 

ascertain the exact extent of the defects/deterioration observed and 

determine if any additional defects beyond the scope of a General 

Inspection are present. 
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7.1.2 Cavendish Cutting 

Cavendish Cutting was constructed c1826. It is approximately 242m 

long. Its width varies from 22m at the west end to 18m at the east end. 

The lower sections of the faces are cut from the indigenous sandstone 

and have patches of brick/stone masonry infill. The upper section is 

mostly comprised of stone ashlar with a brick masonry section at the 

west end. A brick masonry parapet, set back from the edge, sits atop 

along the south wall. 

No archive documents relating to Cavendish Cutting are currently 

available.  

A General Inspection of the Cutting has been undertaken as part of this 

project. The results of this inspection are contained in General 

Inspection Report 361557-WTD-MCH-002. The findings indicate that 

Cavendish Cutting is in good overall condition. It should be noted that 

inspection of the north wall was not possible due to dense vegetation 

and the presence of a large amount of dumped rubbish. 

No significant structural works are considered necessary in order to 

accommodate the proposed scheme. However, further inspection 

(Principal Inspection) is advised in order to ascertain the exact extent of 

the defects/deterioration observed and determine if any additional 

defects beyond the scope of a General Inspection are present. 

7.2 Historical Considerations 

Considering the historic nature of the tunnel and cutting, the project 

may have to address archaeological/historic concerns prior to 

commencement of any works. An archaeological investigation 

conducted within Cavendish Cutting in 1976-1980 is reported to have 

identified the presence of parts of the original winding system and 

sections of the Moorish Arch that once stood there. The multiple 

recesses within the Cutting face (all part of the original works) are also 

likely to hold strong historical significance. 

The archaeological works are described in two papers published in the 

Industrial Archaeological Review [‘Chatsworth Street Cutting, Part of 

the Original Terminus of the Liverpool and Manchester Railway by Paul 

Rees  - Volume 2, Issue 1, 1977 pages 38-51’ and ‘Chatsworth Street 

Cutting, Part of the Original Terminus of the Liverpool and Manchester 

Railway by Paul Rees  - Volume 4, Issue 2, 1980 pages 160-170.’] It is 
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recommended the findings should be reviewed prior to any further 

developemnt of the proposed scheme. 

 
Figure 7.3  

Moorish Arch looking east from Wapping Tunnel by TT Bury. 
Plate 10 from Coloured Views on the Liverpool and Manchester 
Railway by Ackermann & Co. (Source: The Stapleton Collection) 

Furthermore, the location of the west half of the tunnel within the 

Liverpool Waterfront World Heritage Site Buffer Zone, may add similar 

constraints to any works undertaken for this part of the tunnel. 

7.3 Potential Station Location 

Several locations along the proposed new line have been identified as 

possible sites for a new station. These locations, along with an initial 

review of the advantages and disadvantages of each are as follows:  
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7.3.1 Catherine Street 

 
 

Figure 7.4  
Aerial view of Catherine Street Area 
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Advantages:- 
� Likely to prove highly appealing to the large local student 

population and residents. 

� Area is not currently served by a rail network. 

Disadvantages:- 
� Requires construction of an unground railway station. 

� Whist the possible station locations are dependent on of the 

proposed chord’s alignment, the area is heavily developed with 

only a few small undeveloped plots of land available. 

� The track is likely to be radial in this area requiring any new 

platforms to be situated on a curve. 
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7.3.2 Crown Street 

 
 

Figure 7.5  
Aerial view of Crown Street Area 
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Advantages:- 
� Historic appeal of re-establishing a station within the area. 

� Platform would be situated on section of track with straight 

alignment. 

Disadvantages:- 
� Limited suitable land for development. Crown Street Park is the 

only undeveloped land is this area. The surrounding area is 

developed with residential/ commercial properties. Any new station 

would likely require partial loss of public space or purchase of 

residential/commercially developed land. 

� Requires construction of an unground railway station. 
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7.3.3 Cavendish Cutting 

 

  
 

Figure 7.6  
Looking West Along Cutting from Chatsworth Drive Overbridge 

 
 

Figure 7.7  
Looking West Along Cutting from Tunnel Road Overbridge 
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Figure 7.8  
Aerial view of Cavendish Cutting Area 
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Advantages:- 
� Historic appeal of re-establishing a station within the area. 

� Requires minimal excavation. 

Disadvantages:- 
� Limited space. The current available width within the cutting is not 

considered sufficient to enable installation of an additional two 

lines and two platforms. Installation may however be possible with 

the removal of one or both of the existing Up and Down Wapping 

Sidings. 

� Difficult access. Means of access would either have to be 

constructed from Tunnel Road or via one or more of the 

surrounding residential roads. 

� Proximity to any new platform at Edge Hill Station (approx. 350m 

east). 
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7.3.4 Edge Hill Station 

 
 

Figure 7.9  
Aerial view of Edge Hill Station Area 
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Advantages:- 
� Sufficient land may be available within the pre-existing rail 

boundary. 

� Proximity to existing station would enables utilization of existing 

station infrastructure.  

� Above ground construction. 

Disadvantages:- 
� Likely to complicate tie-in with existing congested track network in 

region. 

� Region already served by a rail network. 
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The existing signalling at the extremities of this scheme falls into two 

discrete areas: Liverpool Central and Edge Hill. 

8.1 Liverpool Central 

The Liverpool Central station area is controlled from the Northern Line 

workstation of Merseyrail IECC located at Sandhills, via the Central 

SSI. This system was commissioned in 1994. 

Central SSI has some spare capacity, having 48 TFMs in use against a 

maximum permissible 56. Each TFM can theoretically drive two signals 

or four ends of points meaning that the likely additional signalling 

infrastructure, subject to layout design, can be accommodated within 

the existing interlocking. 

However, an examination of the signallers’ workstation screen maps 

shows that there is little room for the additional lines, especially 

considering the likely complexity of the interface at Edge Hill. 

The condition of the existing equipment/wiring and its suitability for 

alteration will be determined at a later stage of the project. 

8.2 Edge Hill 

This area of the project is controlled from Edge Hill PSB via a co-

located relay interlocking. As part of the Liverpool Lime Street scheme, 

this area is scheduled to be recontrolled to MROC. For the purposes of 

this report, it is assumed that this area has been recontrolled but that 

the existing interlocking, which dates from 1985, shall remain in use. 

Information gathered for an earlier project shows that while the 

interlocking is in a suitable condition for alteration, there is little spare 

space in the relay room. No information is currently available regarding 

the condition of lineside signalling assets. 

8.3 Signalling Restrictions 

Currently the feasibility study includes consideration for an additional 

station between Liverpool Central and Edge Hill within the Wapping 

Tunnel connecting infrastructure. Since this station is likely to be 

considered an underground station, and Merseyrail IECC already 

monitors the other underground stations on the local network, it seems 

logical that the Northern Lines workstation should be extended at least 

8 Signalling 
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as far as the new station. This will entail significant rework of the 

Northern Lines workstation. The proposed Skelmersdale rail link, 

however, may also make demands on this workstation so project 

efficiencies may be realised if both schemes proceed. An ergonomics 

and workload study of the workstation will be required to ensure that the 

control area is still manageable on a single workstation. 

The existing Edge Hill interlocking has little capacity for alteration and is 

approaching the end of its nominal 35-year service life. Alterations 

undertaken here could be combined with the provision of a new 

interlocking, again realising project efficiencies. 

This scheme will also provide a change-over point between traction 

systems. From a signalling perspective, it is recommended that this 

changeover be located as close to Liverpool Central as possible to 

reduce immunisation works on the existing signalling infrastructure at 

Edge Hill and beyond. Subject to confirmation, it is believed that the 

signalling equipment controlled by Merseyrail IECC is largely immune to 

both AC and DC traction currents. 

8.4 Summary 

� The Northern Lines workstation is at capacity and will require 

significant alteration to add an additional underground station. 

� The interlocking at Edge Hill has little spare capacity and is 

close to being life-expired. 

� Careful consideration of the Edge Hill layout will be required to 

ensure system safety whilst delivering the required operational 

facilities. 
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9.1 Required Telecommunications 

The telecommunication systems required for this new railway link can 

be identified as:-  

• Operational telecoms; the systems deployed to ensure safe 

running of trains. 

• Retail telecoms; the systems to provide up-to-date train 

information to passengers on stations, including CCTV systems 

for surveillance and security.  

• There is a requirement on Sub Surface stations in Liverpool to 

provide a fire evacuation system linked to a central monitoring 

point.   

The operational telecoms can be further sub divided into GSM-R, 

operational telephones and power disconnection. 

Global System for Mobiles - Railways (GSM-R) will be required to allow 

communication between the train and the signalling control centre. This 

can be achieved in the Wapping Tunnel by providing additional base 

stations or repeaters to provide the level of coverage. 

Signal Post Telephone (SPT) will need to be provided on all signals 

depicting a red aspect. The SPT will be routed to the signal control 

centre, currently either Sandhills or Edge Hill. 

Point Zone Telephone (PZT) will be provided at points and routed to the 

signalling control centre. 

There are Fixed Telecommunications Network (FTN) nodes within the 

locality of the tunnel that can be utilised to support the PZT and SPT 

and signalling interfaces. A Return Screening Conductor (RSC) will also 

be required to provide immunisation to cables within the tunnel / cutting. 

New cable containment will be required within the tunnel / cutting to 

support telecoms, signalling and power cables.  

For the proposed station between Edge Hill and Liverpool Central 

Station, new Station Information and Security Systems (SISS) will be 

required and interfaced to the existing control systems for Merseyrail.  

It is considered that the new station would be classed as a Sub Surface 

station. Therefore in accordance with the existing Sub Surface stations 

9 Telecommunications 
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on Merseyrail, the fire detection systems on the station will be linked to 

the existing control centre for monitoring. 

The station will require passenger displays at platform level and in the 

ticket office, CCTV to provide security and surveillance, help points for 

passenger use and/or public address voice alarm audible system. 

A site visit to the Sandhills IECC to investigate the system connections 

further is proposed as part of this feasibility study. 
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10.1 Introduction 

This section covers the findings of the electrical and plant desktop 

study, with a particular focus on signalling power and points heating 

supplies.  As built records and test certificates were requested but are 

unavailable. All information contained within this section is therefore 

based on historical records obtained via a combination of previous 

submissions by Mott MacDonald, online searches and Network Rail’s 

online records databases including eB NRG and the Optima online 

DNO database. 

10.2 Signalling Power 

There is an existing SSP at both ends of the proposed new section from 

Edge Hill to Liverpool Central. These are referred to as ‘Edge Hill SSP’ 

and ‘Central SSP’.  There is also an Edge Hill ASP which was brought 

into service in 2015. 

10.2.1 Edge Hill SSP 

The Edge Hill SSP is supplied via an adjacent DNO supply and has a 

traction derived secondary supply.  The DNO supply feeds the 650V 

panel via a 415/650V 100kVA Tx and the traction derived supply feeds 

the 650V board via a 25kV/650V 150kVA Tx.  There are currently 3No. 

650V signalling power feeders emanating from Edge Hill SSP.  

Previous records indicate there were originally 4No. feeders.  It is 

therefore assumed that there is 1No. spare way on the 650V board.  

Load monitoring carried out in 2011 indicated a spare capacity of ~88% 

based on the 100kVA 415/650V Tx rating. 

10.2.2 Edge Hill ASP 

An Auxiliary Supply Point was recently installed (2015) as part of works 

to provide 4 No. tracks between Huyton & Roby.  Edge Hill ASP derives 

its supply from the nearby Edge Hill MPATS DNO cubicle (TP&N supply 

fused at 125A).  Edge Hill ASP provides the backup supply for 

1No. 650V feeder (normally fed from Huyton PSP).  The 400/650V Tx 

at Edge Hill ASP is rated at 20kVA and therefore has sufficient spare 

capacity for additional load.  The As Built drawing for Edge Hill ASP 

shows one spare way on the 650V switchboard. 

  

10 Electrical and Plant 
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10.2.3 Central SSP 

The historic records for Central SSP (1994) indicate that there are 2No. 

signalling power feeders emanating from Central SSP with 2.No. 

Spares on the 650V panel.  It has not been possible to verify loading at 

Central SSP nor the fuse sizes of the spares.  It is assumed that a 

similar arrangement to Edge Hill SSP is present with a DNO providing 

the primary supply and a secondary supply via a step down transformer 

from the traction power.  

10.2.4 Existing 650V Feeders 

All existing 650V feeders emanating from the Central and Edge Hill 

SSP’s are legacy 2 core earth free feeders.  These are unlikely to meet 

the latest Network Rail and British Standards in terms of fault 

disconnection times, touch potentials and safe working practices.  As 

such, modifications to these existing legacy feeders is generally 

avoided where possible. 

10.2.5 Signalling Power Summary 

Once the operational requirements/timetabling has been developed, a 

signalling power delay cost assessment should be completed to 

determine the signalling power system required.  This shall identify 

whether a single end fed, dual end fed, auto/ manual reconfiguration, 

UPS backup etc. is required.   

Should a single end fed arrangement be required the simplest solution 

would be to have a new Class II feeder emanating from either the 

Central SSP or Edge Hill SSP. This would require minor modifications 

at the chosen SSP to install a new MCCB (the existing fuses are 

unlikely to achieve compliance with the latest Network Rail and British 

Standards as described in the previous section).   

Should a dual end fed system be deemed necessary this would involve 

significant modifications at Central SSP (most likely a new PSP) to 

incorporate the required switchover equipment. The recently installed 

ASP at Edge Hill could then be used to provide the backup supply.  
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10.3 Points Heating 

No As-Built drawings or test records were available and searches 

through Network Rail’s online databases yielded limited results. As 

such it has not been possible to provide any conclusive information on 

existing PHCC/DNO cubicles which could potentially be utilised.   

It is assumed there shall be new points heating required in the vicinity 

of Edge Hill and there may also be a requirement where the lines 

through Wapping Tunnel connect to the existing Northern Line. 

10.3.1 Edge Hill 

There are a number of points heating control cubicles in the Edge Hill 

area. However in the absence of any available records/drawings the 

condition and spare capacity of these cannot be assessed.  Should a 

new points heating control cubicle be required at Edge Hill this could be 

supplied via the Edge Hill MPATS DNO Cubicle (new 63A TP&N switch 

could be installed).  A load assessment would be required to verify 

sufficient spare capacity at this DNO.  A number of existing DNO’s were 

identified on the Network Rail Optima Online DNO database which 

could be investigated further. However the recent installation of the 

Edge Hill MPATS DNO suggests these were deemed unsuitable to 

supply additional loads. 

10.3.2 Wapping Tunnel connection to Northern Line 

A search through the Network Rail online records could not identify any 

PHCC’s in this area and the closest DNO’s identified were located in 

the Liverpool Central Station area i.e. unlikely to be suitable for a points 

heating installation closer to where the Northern Line shall connect with 

Wapping Tunnel.  Should a points heating installation be necessary it is 

likely that both a new PHCC and DNO supply would be required.  A 

new DNO connection in this area is unlikely to create issues for the 

project as there are already electrical services present in this area. 

10.4 Conclusion 

� Existing Signalling Supply Points at Central SSP and Edge Hill 

SSP both appear to have sufficient capacity to supply a new 

feeder but would require some alterations to be compliant with 

latest BS and NR standards. 
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� Signalling Power Delay Cost assessment needs to be 

completed to determine the type of feeder arrangement 

required. 

� Limited information on existing points heating installations.  Any 

new points heating installation at worst case would require a 

new PHCC and DNO supply, depending upon its location.   
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11.1 Introduction 

The Northern Line operates on 3
rd

 rail DC electrification and the City 

line operates on AC (OLE) electrification. The interface between these 

two electrification systems presents one of the most significant 

challenges associated with providing a connection between the 

Northern Line and City Line. 

The Northern Line and City Line currently interchange at Liverpool 

South Parkway and Hunts Cross in the south of Liverpool. 

11.2 Northern Line 

The Merseyrail network has 2 lines (Northern Line and Wirral Line), 67 

stations and 121km of route, of which 11km are underground.  

The Northern Line serves three main routes from Hunts Cross in the 

south of Liverpool to Southport, from Liverpool Central to Ormskirk and 

from Liverpool Central to Kirkby. Trains run at 15 minutes headway (off-

peak) on each route, with up to 12 minutes headway within central 

Liverpool. The Northern Line is electrified at 750V DC using conductor 

rail (3
rd

 rail) current collection system. 

The Northern Line takes the AC power from the Scottish Power 

MANWEB 3-Phase AC 33kV incoming supply and steps it down to 

11kV by 2No 33kV/11kV 15MVA transformers situated at the Bank Hall 

Substation. The 11kV power cables run from Bank Hall Substation to 

19No Northern Line rectifier traction substations (including Bank Hall 

rectifier traction substation) via 8No 11kV circuit breakers. The AC 

power is then converted into 750V DC at the rectifier traction 

substations that feeds to the 3rd rail for powering trains. Liverpool 

Central DC Traction Substation (TSS) feeds electrical sections 111, 

112, 251 and 252 with an installed transformer/rectifier capacity of 2MW 

(2No 1MW transformer/rectifier units). 

11.3 City Line 

The City Line routes are operated by Northern Rail on behalf of 

Merseytravel. The City Line covers the Liverpool to Wigan Line as well 

as the two routes of the Liverpool to Manchester Line. 

The City Line departs from Liverpool Lime Street on the Liverpool to 

Wigan and Liverpool to Manchester Lines. The section of City Line 

11 Electrification – 3
rd

 Rail DC & AC 
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route between Lime Street and Edge Hill (2.7km) is electrified at 25kV 

AC, and adopts simple feeding system (classic booster-less system) 

with Overhead Line Equipment (OLE). The section between Edge Hill 

and Liverpool South Parkway is also electrified at 25kV AC, utilising 

Booster Transformer (BT) feeding system with OLE installation. The 

power is delivered from the Speke Feeder Station (FS) with the Firm 

Service Capacity (FSC) of 6MVA. 

The line from Liverpool Lime Street to Manchester Victoria via Newton-

le-Willows is however electrified at 2x25kV AC, utilising 

Autotransformer (AT) feeding system with OLE installation. At the 

Liverpool end, a Mid-Point Auto-Transformer Site (MPATS) has been 

installed at Edge Hill and an Auto-Transformer Feeder Station (ATFS) 

at Willow Park. Willow Park ATFS also feeds the West Coast Main Line 

(WCML) between Weaver Junction and Euxton Junction (45.3km). The 

Firm Service Capacity (FSC) at Willow Park ATFS is at 12MVA. 

A Sectioning Auto-Transformer Site (SATS) has also been installed at 

Huyton Junction and Springs Branch Junction which supplies the line 

(20.7km) connecting the Liverpool to Manchester Line with the West 

Coast Main Line (WCML). 

11.4 AC/DC Interface 

For 750V DC electrified railways, tracks are intentionally isolated from 

earth to prevent the flow of potentially corrosive DC currents to earth. 

The limitation of potentially hazardous voltages on the DC railway can 

be achieved by the careful traction power system design. The running 

and conductor rail resistances are calculated as are the size and 

spacing of the traction power substations to limit the build-up of 

potentially hazardous voltages. 

For 25kV AC electrified railways, the system is fundamentally earthed. 

All of the metal support structures are not isolated from earth and are in 

turn bonded to the traction current return rails on the track. The earthing 

of the running rails and accessible metal line side structures prevents 

the build-up of potentially hazardous voltages on the metal surface. 

It is clear that the requirements for electrical safety, and therefore 

earthing and bonding in relation to the design of 750V DC and 25kV AC 

electrified railways are conflicting. Protective provisions against the 

possibility of electric shock take precedence over the requirements to 

limit the emission of stray DC currents from the railway. However, a 
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balance must be struck between corrosion concerns and those of 

electrical safety.  

To introduce Northern Line 750V DC 3
rd

 rail system into the City Line 

25kV AC OLE at Edge Hill Station, will create an AC/DC interface in the 

area. The 750V DC electrified lines will also run in close proximity for a 

short distance with the existing 25kV AC lines. Whilst there is an AC/DC 

interface (dual electrified) in the area, the dual voltage rolling stock can 

be deployed which can switch from one system to the other. 

11.5 Summary 

� One or two new DC traction substations would be required for 

the double track route between Liverpool Central and Edge Hill 

if the DC 3rd rail Northern Line extension to Edge Hill is 

proposed. 

� If the AC OLE electrification is considered for the connection, 

the clearances for an overhead contact system in the Wapping 

Tunnel between Liverpool Central and Edge Hill could 

significantly increase the civil engineering costs. 

� An AC/DC changeover interface will be required and managed 

effectively to connect the Northern Line to the City Line. 

� It would give rise to possible stray current and touch voltage 

problems at the AC and DC changeover. A balance must be 

struck between corrosion concerns and those of electrical 

safety. 
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This report provides a summary of a desktop review of the available 

engineering information and potential scheme constraints for a new rail 

link between Liverpool Central and Edge Hill Stations via Wapping 

Tunnel. The report has been divided into the various engineering 

disciplines that are required to contribute to the multi-disciplinary 

scheme. The report, including the Index of Reference Documents listed 

in Appendix A, is to be used as a point of reference for the remainder of 

this feasibility study and subsequent scheme development stages. The 

report shall also be used to assist in agreeing with Merseytravel the 

optimum alignments and arrangements to be studied in further detail as 

part of this commission. 

The report highlights the complexity of the proposed scheme with a 

number of multi-disciplinary challenges to be addressed. At this 

preliminary desktop stage, the report has not identified any reason why 

the scheme could not be developed further. In particular, the civil 

engineering aspect of reusing the existing Wapping Tunnel, Cavendish 

Cutting and new link tunnel(s) to connect to the Northern Line appear 

feasible. 

The respective engineering discipline findings are summarised below. 

Transport Planning 

The concept of linking the City Line and Northern Lines dates back to 

the original proposals for the Merseyrail system. The Edge Hill Spur 

scheme presented an ambitious option via a new underground line, but 

also included the option to utilise Wapping Tunnel to connect Liverpool 

Central and Edge Hill stations. More recent studies commissioned by 

Liverpool City Council and ultimately Merseytravel’s Liverpool City 

Region Long Term Rail Strategy have emphasised the potentially huge 

strategic benefit of a connection. The scheme also forms a key 

component of Merseytravel’s intra-city connectivity proposals for 

Northern Powerhouse Rail. The key benefits include: 

� Capacity relief at Liverpool Central by removing some or all of 

the need to turn services there, and reducing the dwell time of 

passengers on platforms, 

� Capacity relief at and on the approach to Lime Street station by 

diverting some or all of the local stopping services to Liverpool 

Central and beyond via the Wapping Tunnel, 

� Potential provision of a new station in the University area to 

serve the Knowledge Quarter, Hope Street area and key 

development sites nearby. 

12 Summary 
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Operational Planning 

This proposal to connect the Northern Line trains to the City Line trains 

by extending trains from Liverpool Central delivers improvements to 

platform track capacity. This is limited by the existing Northern Line 

train services that start and terminate at Liverpool Central. A new 

station at Crown Street or Catharine Street is to be opened but the 

operational length of the platforms will need to be 130 metres to 

accommodate the new rolling stock being proposed by Merseytravel. 

Connection between the Northern Line and City Lines services over the 

Chat Moss route is likely to prove very difficult due to the number of 

trains and restrictive track layout at Edge Hill. One potential solution 

would be the reinstatement of a grade separated junction. However, as 

City Line services currently stop at Edge Hill station, any diversion 

would require the construction of new platforms at Edge Hill in order to 

accommodate current stopping patterns.   

Some City Line services are operated by diesel traction and therefore 

not viable for diversion to be linked to the electric Northern Line 

services. There are other electric powered services from London and 

Birmingham which are also not suitable for diversion. 

Permanent Way 

A major constraint of the permanent way alignment will be the 

connection at Edge Hill. Extensive reconfiguration of the existing 

permanent way may be required in this area to facilitate the potential 

operational requirements of the proposed infrastructure.  These options 

will be explored in further detail and the output presented as part of the 

Option Selection Report (OSR). 

Additionally the existing tunnel profile may no longer be adequate for 

the provision of a two-track railway.  The kinematic profile of modern 

rolling stock and the additional safety & ventilation requirements for 

modern tunnels demand a larger profile than the existing construction 

can offer.  A gauging assessment using a best-fit track alignment will be 

developed and presented as part of the OSR. 

Additional survey in the area of Northern Line would enable a more 

robust solution to be developed for the connection from Wapping 

Tunnel.  Tight curvature in this area may restrict operational speed.  

Details of the switch and crossing types permitted for use on 

Merseytravel infrastructure would aide in the design development. 
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Tunnelling 

Wapping Tunnel is understood to have been constructed between 1827 

and 1830.  It is approximately two kilometres in length 6.7 metres wide 

and between 4.8 metres and 4.9 metres high to the crown. 

The oldest part of the Northern Line is believed to have been 

constructed around 1873.  The line was modified between 1972 and 

1977 as part of the works associated with the Liverpool Link Tunnel and 

Loop Line. 

Initial studies have indicated it is likely to be feasible to construct new 

links connecting both of the above tunnels most likely interfacing with 

existing stubs that formed part of the 1972-1977 work.  Ventilation of 

the tunnels will be required and provision of walkways and access 

space is recommended.  An intermediate escape shaft may also be 

required. 

Existing Infrastructure 

Whilst some remedial works would be required to address the water 

seepage and drainage issues, no significant structural issues currently 

appear to be present that would prevent accommodation of the 

proposed scheme. Further inspection (Principal and Special) however, 

is advised in order to ascertain the extent of the defects/deterioration 

observed and determine if any additional defects beyond the scope of a 

General Inspection are present. 

Investigation into the suitability of the airflow within the tunnel [due to 

loss of two of the original five airshafts] and the archaeological 

significance of the original railway works present in the cutting is also 

advised. 

The principal considerations for the potential locations of the new 

station(s) include:- 

� There is limited availability of suitable land/space at Catherine 

Street, Crown Street and Cavendish Cutting. 

� The track is likely to be radial at Catherine Street requiring the 

platform to be situated on a curve.  

� Underground construction would be required at Catherine 

Street and Crown Street whereas Cavendish Cutting and Edge 

Hill would entail no/minimal excavation. Edge Hill could also be 
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built within the rail boundary and utilise existing station 

infrastructure. 

� A large customer base would likely be present at Catherine 

Street whereas Crown Street, Cavendish Cutting and Edge Hill 

are all in close proximity to an existing rail network.  

Signalling 

An additional underground station will necessitate significant alterations 

to the Merseyrail Northern Lines workstation. The Edge Hill connection 

will be determined by operational requirements. 

Telecommunications 

Operational telecoms will be required to the controlling signalling centre 

and retail telecoms (CCTV Passenger information systems) for any 

proposed underground station. 

Electrical and Plant 

Existing Signalling Supply Points can be modified to allow for a new 

signalling power feeder along the proposed new section.  Any additional 

points heating installations shall most likely require new Points Heating 

Control cubicles and DNO connections.  Any new DNO connections 

should not be prohibitively expensive as they would likely be located in 

close proximity to existing services. 

Electrification – 3rd Rail DC & AC 

One or two new DC traction substations would be required for the 

double track route between Liverpool Central and Edge Hill if the DC 

3rd rail Northern Line extension to Edge Hill is proposed. If the AC 

electrification is considered to enter Wapping Tunnel (i.e. switchover at 

an underground station), this will increase civil engineering costs 

significantly. 

Irrespective of the location for the AC/DC changeover, the problems of 

possible stray current and touch voltage need to be managed 

effectively. A balance must be struck between corrosion concerns and 

those of electrical safety. 
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13 Appendix A – Source Information 

Document Ref. Title / Description 

Operational Planning 

- Network Rail Timetable Planning Rules - Headways, 
Junction margins and turnrounds. 

- Network Rail Working Timetables (WTT). – Train services. 

- Network Rail National Electronic Sectional Appendix 
(NESA) – Track layouts and speeds 

Permanent Way 

- Schedule of Merseyrail Underground Tunnels 

- Proposed Layout from Central Station to Wapping Tunnel 
[Title box data omitted] 

MZ4016460 L&NWR. Plan and Section of Siding to connect Wapping 
Station with Wapping Tunnel. Session 1864 

MZ4091131 
1054-69 

MALT Study Liverpool. Hough Green Extension. Creep 
Ups between Central LL and CLC Tunnel Under George 
Street. 

HXS-02-
31972076 

Civil Engineering Plan. Brunswick-Liverpool Central-
Sandhills 

Structural Drawings 

27728 Wapping Tunnel – Location Plan 1896 

27729 Wapping Tunnel – Longitudinal Section 1896 

27730 
3083514 

L&NWR Liverpool. Sections of Wapping Tunnel 

WCRM 316419 Ventilation Shafts at White St. and Rathbone St. Session 
1897. Supplementary Contract 

WCRM 306636 Copy of tracing with report to Mr Stephenson 1886  
[Partial plan and long section of Wapping Tunnel] 

57100 Bridge No.4 over LMSR
y
 Wapping Tunnel. Part 

Reconstruction 

MZ4011501 Bridge No.4 over LMSR
y
 Wapping Tunnel. Part 

Reconstruction 

261-72-C CLC Line Bridge No.4  – Wapping Tunnel. Details of PSC 
deck units 

173733 
3129470 
 

L&YR Liverpool. Extension of Wapping Goods Yard. 
Contract Drawing No. 3 

260-72-F CLC Line Bridge No.4  – Wapping Tunnel General 
Arrangement 

903/39 Liverpool Wapping Goods Yard. Conversion into Naval 
Store. Elevations and Details 
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901/39 Liverpool Wapping Goods Yard. Conversion into Naval 
Store. General Plan 

904/39 Liverpool Wapping Goods Yard. Conversion into Naval 
Store. Inflammable Store an Office Details. 

902/39 Liverpool Wapping Goods Yard. Conversion into Naval 
Store. Sections and Details 

3129511 LM&SR Park Lane (Wapping) Liverpool. Proposed 
Conversion of Stable in Upper Frederick Street into 
Smithy. 

127292 
3068485 
 

LM&SR Edge Hill to Wapping. Bridge No.3 (Wapping 
Tunnel) 148/3 
[Location Plan] 

127294 
3068487 
 

LM&SR Edge Hill to Wapping. Bridge No.3 (Wapping 
Tunnel). Upper Frederick Street. 148/3 
[Load distribution diagram] 

27964 
3083719 

L&NWR. Edge Hill. Reconstruction of Tunnel Road Bridge 

27962 
3083717 

L&NWR. Edge Hill. Reconstruction of Tunnel Road Bridge 

3052166 L&NWR Park Lane (Wapping) Station Liverpool 

27741 
3083526 
 

L&NWR Wapping Tunnel Liverpool. Elevation & Section of 
Rectangular Shafts at White Street & Myrtle Street. 
Supplementary Contract. Session 1897 

3001513 L&NWR Wapping Tunnel. Proposed Sand Drag on the 
Down Line. Wapping end of Tunnel 

3001512 L&NWR Wapping Tunnel. Proposed Sand Drag on the 
Down Line. Wapping end of Tunnel 

3076353 L&NWR Wapping Tunnel. Sand Drag on the Down Line. 
Wapping end of Tunnel.  
[Longitudinal section and plan] 

3083524 L&NWR Wapping Tunnel. Liverpool. Section Showing 
Nature of Ground Through Trail Hole at Rathbone Street. 

3083528 L&NW Wapping Tunnel, Liverpool. Ventilating Shaft at 
Blackburne Place. Plan and Section showing diversion of 
Sewer. 

3139283 L&NWR Wapping Tunnel, Liverpool. Ventilating Shaft at 
Crown Street. Supplementary Contract. Session 1897. 

3083532 
 

L&NWR Wapping Tunnel, Liverpool. Ventilating Shaft at 
Crown Street. 

3139284 L&NWR Wapping Tunnel, Liverpool. Ventilating Shaft at 
Rathbone Street. Supplementary Contract. Session 1897. 

3083527 L&NWR Wapping Tunnel, Liverpool. Ventilating Shaft at 
Myrtle Street. Supplementary Contract. Session 1897. 
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3083525 L&NWR Wapping Tunnel, Liverpool. Ventilating Shaft at 
White Street. 

3083523 L&NWR Wapping Tunnel, Liverpool. Ventilating Shaft at 
Rathbone Street. 

3083522 L&NWR Wapping Tunnel, Liverpool. Ventilating Shafts at 
White Street, Rathbone Street and Myrtle Street. 
Supplementary Contract. Session 1897. 

3139282 L&NWR Wapping Tunnel, Liverpool. Ventilating Shaft at 
Blackburne Place. 

3139281 L&NWR Wapping Tunnel, Liverpool. Ventilating Shaft at 
Blackburne Place. Session 1897 

3083520 L&NWR Wapping Tunnel, Liverpool. Ventilating Shafts at 
Rathbone Street, Myrtle Street and Crown Street] 

3108021 Mersey railway. Exchange Central Link. Newington to 
Wapping Tunnel. Work Numbers 3 and 4 

3108020 
403/72 

Merseyrailway. Exchange Central Link. Newington to 
Wapping Tunnel. Work Numbers 3 and 4 

EEH/2/2 Edge Hill Box Area Signalling Plan. Sheet 2 of 3 

DMFP 20203730 Plan of Wapping Tunnel Line and Crown Street Depot Title 
of Acts 

WCRM 316413 L&NWR Wapping Tunnel, Liverpool. Elevation & Section 
of Rectangular Shafts At White Street. & Myrtle Street. 
Supplementary Contract. Session 1897. 

3083533 Wapping tunnel, Liverpool. Crown Street Airshaft. 
Proposed method of excavation for widening of tunnel and 
turning new arch. 

3068486 Wapping Tunnel (Liverpool) 148/3 

WCRM 306636 LNWR
y
 Wapping Tunnel. Liverpool. 

WCRM 316415 L&NW Wapping Tunnel Liverpool. Ventilating Shaft at 
Crown Street. 

WCRM 316416 L&NWR Wapping Tunnel, Liverpool. Ventilating Shafts at 
White Street, Rathbone Street and Myrtle Street. 
Supplementary Contract. Session 1897. 

WCRM 316419 L&NWR Wapping Tunnel, Liverpool. Ventilating Shafts at 
White Street, Rathbone Street and Myrtle Street. 
Supplementary Contract. Session 1897. 

403-73B* Mott, Hay & Anderson, Mersey Railway Extensions, 
Downline Junction with Future Spur, General 
Arrangement. 

403-72B* Mott, Hay & Anderson, Mersey Railway Extensions, 
Newington to Wapping Tunnel, Works Nos. 3 & 4. 

403-73A* Mott, Hay & Anderson, Mersey Railway Extensions, 
Exchange-Central Link General Running Tunnel Cross 
Sections and Setting Out. 
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460-73E* Mott, Hay & Anderson, Mersey Railway Extensions, 
Exchange-Central Link Central Junction Cut and Cover 
General Arrangement 

493-73B* Mott, Hay & Anderson, Mersey Railway Extensions, 
Exchange-Central Link Central Junction Cut and Cover 
Additional Details. 

Past Inspection/Maintenance Reports 

2010-PBI-091. Wapping Tunnel Principal Bridge Inspection Report 2010 
produced by 2020 Liverpool for Liverpool City Council. 
 

DMFP20152401 Northern Line Tunnel Examination Report HXS1-MT14A-
14C 2002 

DMFP20152404 Northern Line Tunnel Examination Report HXS1-MT14A-
14C 2000 

DMFP20152405 Northern Line Tunnel Examination Report HXS1-MT14A-
14C 1999 

DMFP20174064 Northern Line Tunnel Examination Report HXS1-MT13A-
13B 2003 

DMFP20174070 Northern Line Tunnel Examination Report  HXS1-MT13A-
13B 1999 

DMFP20174075 Northern Line Tunnel Examination Report  HXS1-MT12A-
12C 2004 

DMFP20174077 Northern Line Tunnel Examination Report  HXS1-MT12A-
12C 2002 

- CEFA Central Station Assessment Report 2010  
HXS1/MT11A 

FB/29/AMJ/24 Correspondence for Liverpool Central Tunnel Spay Lining 
[Form C for Temporary Stabilisation of Sprayed Tunnel 
Lining (HXS1 0m 720yds)] 

Signalling 

MNL/02/NOR/A 
EY1 

Merseyrail Northern Lines Signalling plan 

W9200006 
Sheets D082 to 
D086 DK2 

Central Interlocking TFM schematic  
 

W9200006 Sheet 
E301 KX1 

Northern Lines Workstation Overview screen maps  
 

14-NW-0002-02 
0.1 

Liverpool Lime St Resignalling scheme plan (Edge Hill)  
 

Telecoms 

- FTN/GSM-R coverage map 

- Site visit to Merseyrail IECC located at Sandhills to 
discuss CCTV and fire evacuation. 
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*Drawings of the c1972-1977 Merseyrail construction works. These are 

the only drawings reviewed. Mott Macdonald Limited has in its archives 

+1000 drawings of these works. An index of these archive drawings has 

been supplied separately to Merseytravel. 

 

Electrical and Plant 

109172-0-0-02-
EDS-REP-0298 

Northern Hub Grip 2 Study - Electrification & Plant 
Systems Survey (Mott MacDonald) 2011 
 

NHE-133622-
3817-DSE-00-
DDR-E-000023 

Northern Hub and Electrification Huyton and Roby Grip 4 
to 8 Edge Hill ASP Schematic and Layout (Mott 
MacDonald) 2014  
 

NHE-133622-
3817-DSE-00-
DDR-E-000039 

Northern Hub and Electrification Huyton and Roby Grip 4 
to 8 Edge Hill LV Distribution GA and Layout (Mott 
MacDonald) 2014 
 

W920006 (Sheet 
No. D023, D024, 
D025, D194, 
D195) 

Merseyrail (IECC) CENTRAL Interlocking Cable 
Schematic Issue No.5, 1994  
 

NW 832007 – 532 Edge Hill Point Heater Through Circuits, 1993 
 

MF 051 Major Feeding Lines Diagram (Sheet 1) – Northern Lines 
 

Electrification 

- Network Rail Optima Online DNO Database 

- Network Rail – Major Feeding Lines Diagram (Merseyrail 
Northern Line) 

- Network Rail – Isolation Diagrams (Weaver Junction to 
Liverpool Lime Street) 

- Network Rail – Isolation Diagrams (Weaver Junction to 
Harker) 

- Network Rail – LNW Alternate Feeding Diagram Crewe 
ECR 

- RSSB – AC/DC Changeover 

Miscellaneous 

- Merseytravel - Liverpool City Region Long Term Rail 
Strategy Development Report 

- Ordnance Survey Maps 


